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Generalization of fear can involve abnormal responding to cues that signal safety and is common in people diagnosed with

post-traumatic stress disorder. Differential auditory fear conditioning can be used as a tool to measure changes in fear dis-

crimination and generalization. Most prior work in this area has focused on elevated amygdala activity as a critical compo-

nent underlying generalization. The amygdala receives input from auditory cortex as well as the medial geniculate nucleus

(MgN) of the thalamus, and these synapses undergo plastic changes in response to fear conditioning and are major contrib-

utors to the formation of memory related to both safe and threatening cues. The requirement for MgN protein synthesis

during auditory discrimination and generalization, as well as the role of MgN plasticity in amygdala encoding of discrim-

ination or generalization, have not been directly tested. GluR1 and GluR2 containing AMPA receptors are found at syn-

apses throughout the amygdala and their expression is persistently up-regulated after learning. Some of these receptors

are postsynaptic to terminals fromMgN neurons. We found that protein synthesis-dependent plasticity in MgN is necessary

for elevated freezing to both aversive and safe auditory cues, and that this is accompanied by changes in the expressions of

AMPA receptor and synaptic scaffolding proteins (e.g., SHANK) at amygdala synapses. This work contributes to under-

standing the neural mechanisms underlying increased fear to safety signals after stress.

Dysregulation of fear responses is commonly seen in individuals
diagnosed with post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) (Norrholm
et al. 2011). Differential fear conditioning provides a model to
measure learned fear responses, as well as the factors contributing
to the generalization of fear (Antunes and Moita 2010; Ghosh and
Chattarji 2015). During training, a neutral auditory conditional
stimulus (CS+) is paired with an aversive outcome such as a foot-
shock, while a different auditory stimulus (CS−) is never paired
with shock. This results in the behavioral expression of a precise
fearmemory,more specifically defined as a high degree of respond-
ing to theCS+ and a lowdegree of responding to theCS−. However,
under certain circumstances, animals will generalize fear between
the CS+ andCS−, exhibiting equivalent levels of behavioral perfor-
mance to both cues similar to maladaptive fear responses seen in
individuals suffering from PTSD (Jovanovic et al. 2012).

The discrimination of auditory cues may depend on auditory
thalamic and cortical inputs to the amygdala. Synaptic connec-
tions from the auditory cortex (ACx) and medial geniculate nucle-
us (MgN)within the amygdala undergo plastic changes in response
to fear conditioning and require de novo protein synthesis for suc-
cessful memory consolidation, suggesting that protein synthesis-
dependent plasticity throughout the neural circuit is critical for
encoding of auditory fear (Kraus et al. 2002; Parsons et al.
2006a,b; Shaban et al. 2006; Helmstetter et al. 2008; Ghosh and
Chattarji 2015). Activity in the MgN and ACx is critical for the for-
mation of memories for both auditory signals for shock and safety,
and thalamic and cortical presynaptic activity in the amygdala
modulates the degree of fear generalization across auditory cues.
Specifically, a lack of presynaptic inhibition may be associated
with high fear generalization (Kraus et al. 2002; Shaban et al.
2006). Recent work illustrates that ACx activity may not be the

primary factor underlying elevated responding to safety cues
(Ghosh and Chattarji 2015). The MgN has been implicated in
the encoding of differential fear memory and generalization of au-
ditory cues (Han et al. 2008; Antunes andMoita 2010). Specifically,
MgN protein synthesis-dependent plasticity as well as normal
activity of terminals in the amygdala is critical for auditory fear
consolidation, suggesting that MgN activity may modulate fear
generalization by presynaptically modulating amygdala encoding
of fear (Parsons et al. 2006a; Shaban et al. 2006; Han et al. 2008;
Kwon et al. 2014).

Potentiation of glutamatergic amygdala synapses is thought
to be a critical factor underlying fear memory formation. Several
studies have shown that memory consolidation and maintenance
are characterized by increased synaptic expression of GluR1 and
GluR2AMPA receptor subunits at synapses in the amygdala follow-
ing conditioning (Yeh et al. 2006; Migues et al. 2010; Thoeringer
et al. 2012). For example, increased amygdala GluR1 expression
is maintained in the synapse for up to 24 h following conditioning
(Yeh et al. 2006), and the loss of GluR1 subunit expression disrupts
LTP at thalamic inputs to the lateral amygdala as well as memory
formation, collectively suggesting that maintaining AMPA recep-
tor synaptic expression is a mechanism supporting long-term
memory formation (Schmitt et al. 2003; Humeau et al. 2007).
Someof these amygdalaGluR1 andGluR2 containingAMPA recep-
tors are immediately postsynaptic toMgN terminals and are persis-
tently up-regulated at the synapse surface for extended durations,
suggesting direct influence of MgN activity on stable molecular
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processes critical for auditory fear memory formation (Farb and
LeDoux 1997; Yeh et al. 2006; Radley et al. 2007). Therefore, the
synaptic expression of AMPA receptors provides an indirect way
tomeasure the contribution ofMgNplasticity in the amygdala dur-
ing memory formation.

In the following experiments we address the role of the MgN
in differential fear conditioning during high and low states of gen-
eralization as well as how the MgN modulates amygdala synaptic
plasticity underlying low and high levels of generalization. We
show that protein synthesis in the MgN is necessary for auditory
fear memory formation during successful discrimination. During
a second training session, we increased the intensity of shocks de-
livered following the CS+ resulting in elevated CS−, and main-
tained CS+, freezing. To determine the role of protein synthesis
in the MgN during states of high fear generalization, we injected
anisomycin bilaterally into the MgN prior to the second training
session at a recent or remote time point to test the temporal re-
quirement of plasticity in the MgN during the second training ses-
sion. We found that MgN protein synthesis during the second
training session is critical for the increase in CS− responding and
prevents the increased synaptic expression of GluR1 containing
AMPA receptor subunits and postsynaptic scaffolding at amygdala
synapses that may underlie generalization of fear.

Results

MgN protein synthesis contributes to differential fear

memory formation
Fearmemory formation is dependent on de novo protein synthesis
in several brain structures (for review, see Helmstetter et al. 2008).
Previous work has demonstrated that MgN protein synthesis-
dependent plasticity is critical for the consolidation of an auditory
fear memory with a single CS (Apergis-Schoute et al. 2005; Parsons
et al. 2006a; but see Maren et al. 2003), while lesion work also sug-
gests a role for the MgN in differential (CS+/CS−) auditory fear
memory formation (Antunes and Moita 2010). We first microin-
fused anisomycin into theMgNprior to differential fear condition-
ing to determinewhether protein synthesis-dependent plasticity is
necessary during the formation of differential auditory fear mem-
ory (Fig. 1A). There were no significant differences in behavior be-
tween vehicle and drug infused groups during fear training (F(2,36)
= 0.5607, P = 0.5757, Fig. 1B). To test long-term retention of the
fear memory, animals received a CS retrieval session in a shifted
context 24 h after training. There was a significant main effect
for freezing responses to CS (F(1,15) = 35.74, P < 0.0001) as well as
a statistically marginal CS ×Drug interaction (F(2,28) = 2.758, P =

0.080). Fisher’s LSD post hoc revealed a significant difference with-
in CS+ freezing between vehicle and anisomycin drug groups (P <
0.05) but not freezing behavior during the CS− (P = 0.9229) (Fig.
1C). This result demonstrates that protein synthesis inhibition in
theMgN prior to training disrupts memory for the CS+ when vehi-
cle infused animals show minimal amounts of generalization.

MgN protein synthesis is necessary for the shift from

low to high generalization
Amygdala neurons preferentially respond to shock associated audi-
tory cues during fear memory formation (Goosens et al. 2003).
During fear discrimination, neuronal responses in the amygdala
are highest to the CS+ and low to the CS−, and as fear to the CS−
increases, a higher population of amygdala neurons responds to
both CS+ and CS− cues (Ghosh and Chattarji 2015). This transi-
tion in neuronal responding is independent of auditory cortex ac-
tivity, suggesting a direct relationship between behavioral
expression of fear and cellular responding to auditory cues in the
amygdala that could be regulated by auditory thalamic input. We
wanted to determine whether the MgN is necessary for shifting
fear responding to CS− cues from low to high states of generaliza-
tion. Low intensity footshocks (0.5 mA) were paired with the CS+
during the first training session, and stronger footshocks (1.0 mA)
were paired with the CS+ during the second training session to
determine whether protein synthesis in the MgN is critical for
the change from low to high generalization (Fig. 2A). Prior to the
initial training session, all animals were infused with vehicle and
tested 24 h later to ensure groups showed equal discrimination per-
formance (Fig. 2B). During a second training session with strong
shock, we found a main effect for drug (F(1,15) = 7.991, P < 0.05),
and CS (F(2,30) = 109.7, P < 0.0001), as well as a CS ×Drug interac-
tion (F(2,30) = 5.240, P < 0.05). Vehicle infused animals showed ele-
vated responding to both CS+ (P < 0.01) and CS− (P < 0.01) cues
compared withMgN anisomysin-treated animals (Fig. 2C). To nor-
malize performance and compare freezing within each animal fol-
lowing the first and second training session, freezing responses to
each CS+ and CS− presentation during both tests were divided to
create a change score (seeMaterials andMethods). Using the chan-
ge score, we found a significantmain effect for drug (F(1,15) = 6.786,
P < 0.05), CS (F(1,15) = 8.242, P < 0.05), and a significant CS ×Drug
interaction (F(1,15) = 5.763, P < 0.05). The second training session
increased the amount of responding to the CS− between tests
when infused with vehicle but not anisomycin (P < 0.01), suggest-
ing that the strongest change in responding between training ses-
sions as a result of increased shock intensity is to the CS− despite
the significant increase in freezing to the CS+ at the second test

Figure 1. MgN protein synthesis contributes to differential fear memory formation. (A) Rats were infused with anisomysin or vehicle (ACSF) 30 min
before differential fear conditioning using random presentations of CS+–UCS and CS− cues and a 0.5 mA footshock (n = 7–9). Groups were tested for
their memory to unreinforced CS+ and CS− cues 24-h following training. (B) There were no differences between groups during training. (C) Animals
that received anisomycin infusions prior to training showed significantly less freezing to the CS+ when tested 24-h later during the 30-sec tone presenta-
tions.(*) P < 0.05.
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(Fig. 2D). Furthermore, this shift in fear expression in response to
the second training session is dependent on protein synthesis in
the MgN during memory encoding and/or consolidation.

The neural circuitry necessary to support a fear memory can
change with time (Frankland et al. 2004; Maviel et al. 2004;
Do-Monte et al. 2015). Previous work has reported changes in neu-
ral circuits supporting a memory as early as 7 d (Do-Monte et al.
2015). To test the stability of the changes resulting from the second
training session, we separated the first test session and the second
training session by 12 d (Fig. 2E). During the second test, we found
a significant main effect for CS (F(2,32) = 41.05, P < 0.0001), and
drug (F(1,16) = 4.569, P < 0.05), in addition to a nearly significant
CS ×Drug interaction (F(2,32) = 3.210, P = 0.0537). Similar to the re-
cent second training session, the delayed second training session
using an increased shock intensity resulted in elevated CS− re-
sponding that was prevented with anisomycin infusions into the
MgN (P < 0.01, Fig. 2G). The CS change score revealed a significant
main effect for CS (F(1,16) = 9.874, P < 0.01), drug (F(1,16) = 6.872, P
< 0.05), and a significant CS ×Drug interaction (F(1,16) = 5.275, P <

0.05). The change in responding to cues due to the second training
was most evident in CS− presentations and was prevented with
MgN protein synthesis inhibition (P < 0.01, Fig. 2H), suggesting
that persistent MgN protein synthesis-dependent plasticity is crit-
ical for the change in fear responding from low to high generaliza-
tion of fear.

MgN protein synthesis is critical for changes in amygdala

AMPA receptors
The amygdala is a critical site for plasticity during fear memory for-
mation and is known to be necessary for both initial fear memory
formation and post-retrieval modification (Gale et al. 2004;
Tronson et al. 2006; Pedroso et al. 2013). Much of the fear general-
ization literature has focused on changes in amygdala activity, but
mechanisms through which the MgN modulates synaptic activity
in the amygdala necessary for auditorymemory formation and up-
dating remain unclear. The goal of this experiment was to deter-
mine how protein synthesis-dependent processes in the MgN

Figure 2. MgN protein synthesis is necessary for the shift from low to high generalization. (A) Rats were infused with vehicle (ACSF) 30-min before the
first training session using a 0.5 mA footshock followed by a test 24-h after training. Rats received a second infusion of either vehicle or anisomycin 30-min
prior to the second training session using a 1.0 mA footshock followed by a long-term retention test 24-h later (n = 8–9). (B) There were no differences
between groups during the 30-sec tone presentations at the discrimination test. (C) Animals that received anisomycin infusions prior to the second training
session showed significantly less freezing during the CS+ and CS− presentations when tested 24-h later. (D) Animals that received vehicle infusions showed
increased freezing during the CS− between the discrimination and generalization test in comparison to anisomycin infused animals. (E) Procedures were
identical to A–D with the exception that the first test and second training session are separated by 12 d. (F ) Groups were not significantly different during
the 30-sec tone presentations at the discrimination test. (G) Animals that received vehicle infusions showed increased freezing during the CS− presenta-
tions in comparison to animals that received anisomycin infusions. (H) Animals that received vehicle infusions showed increased freezing during the CS−
between the discrimination and generalization test in comparison to anisomycin infused groups. (*) P < 0.05.
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modulate amygdala activity necessary to support transitions in
low to high generalized responding. Animals were implanted
with cannula targeting theMgN andwere infused with vehicle pri-
or to the initial training session, known to result in discrimination
between cues, and infused with anisomysin or vehicle 30-min pri-
or to the second training session (Fig. 3A). Animals were sacrificed
30 or 90 min after the second training session and crude synapto-
somal fractions from amygdala tissue were obtained. Groups that
did not receive a second training session were infused with vehicle
and returned to their home cages for the duration of the second
training session and sacrificed at a 90min timepoint.Wemeasured
changes in GluR1 and GluR2 containing AMPA receptors and syn-
aptic scaffolding proteins such as SHANK and PSD95. Both PSD95
and SHANK are stable synaptic scaffolds that can be regulated in re-
sponse to behavioral experience. Specifically, increases in PSD95
have been correlated with the formation of new synaptic connec-
tions while changes in SHANK regulate AMPA receptor stability
in the PSD.We foundMgN protein synthesis disruption prevented
amygdala changes in SHANK and AMPA receptor synaptic expres-
sion in response to the second training session. The second train-
ing session caused increases in amygdala GluR1 synaptic
expression (F(4,33) = 4.943, P < 0.05), which was prevented when
protein synthesis was inhibited in the MgN (P < 0.001, Fig. 3B).
Similar to GluR1 patterns, SHANKwas increased following the sec-
ond training session (F(4,33) = 3.039, P < 0.05; 30min P < 0.01) with

modest reductions in anisomycin infused groups (Fig. 3D). There
were no increases in GluR2 expression as a factor of training; how-
ever, there was a significant decrease in GluR2 synaptic expression
in the group that was infused with anisomycin (F(4,31) = 4.277, P <
0.01, Fig. 3C). These results suggest that generalization as a result of
elevated shock intensity during the second training session are de-
pendent on increases in GluR1 synaptic expression and SHANK
levels in amygdala synapses. We were also interested in potential
changes in the stability and function of synaptic connections as
a result of the second training session. To address this, wemeasured
levels of synaptophysin and PSD95 and found that these synaptic
proteins did not change as a factor of training or drug infusion (Fig.
3E,F). These results suggest that behavioral changes as a result of
the second training session are accompanied by synapticmodifica-
tions in the amygdala at sites that originally engaged in fear mem-
ory formation from the initial training session.

Discussion

We provide new data showing MgN protein synthesis-dependent
plasticity contributes to the formation of auditory fear memory
and the elevation of fear to safety cues under stressful conditions
that promote generalized responding. We found that increases in
UCS intensity during a second training session resulted in

Figure 3. MgN protein synthesis is critical for changes in amygdala synaptic expression of AMPA receptors underlying the change from low to high fear
generalization. (A) Rats were infused with vehicle (ACSF) 30-min before the first training session using random presentations of CS+–UCS and CS− cues
using a 0.5 mA footshock followed by a test 24-h after the first training session. Rats received a second infusion of either vehicle or anisomycin 30-min prior
to the second training session using a 1.0 mA footshock and were sacrificed 30 or 90 min following training. Animals that did not receive a second training
session were infused with vehicle and placed back into their homecages for the duration of the training session and were sacrificed 90-min later (n = 6–9).
(B,D) The second training session is characterized by increased amygdala GluR1 and SHANK synaptic expression that is prevented with infusion of aniso-
mycin into the MgN. (C ) Anisomycin infusions into the MgN reduced the amount of GluR2 in synaptosomal fractions. (E–G) Expression of synaptophysin,
PSD95, and β-actin were not changed due to training or drug infusion. (#) P < 0.07, (*) P < 0.05, (**) P < 0.01, (***) P < 0.001.
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heightened fear to CS+ and CS− cues, and the change in fear ex-
pression as a result of the second training session wasmost evident
in response to CS− cues. The heightened fear responding to safety
cues is also a characteristic of individuals suffering from PTSD
(Jovanovic et al. 2012), suggesting that understanding the process
underlying shifts from low to high generalization may contribute
to a better understanding of fear related disorders. Furthermore,
we found protein synthesis in theMgN is necessary for the increase
in CS− freezing following a second training session, which would
typically result in generalization of fear. These data highlight the
importance of shock intensity during training and the neural cir-
cuit modulating amygdala-dependent memory storage in general-
ization of fear.

The amygdala is a major locus of plasticity for fear memory
formation and updating, and a majority of the work on fear gener-
alization has centered on amygdala activity (Shaban et al. 2006;
Likhtik et al. 2014; Ghosh and Chattarji 2015). Specifically, reduc-
tions in presynaptic inhibition in the amygdala may contribute to
an imbalance between excitatory and inhibitory processes under-
lying transitions in cue specific responding and generalized fear
(Shaban et al. 2006; Bergado-Acosta et al. 2008; Likhtik et al.
2014; Ghosh and Chattarji 2015). A lack of presynaptic inhibition
or facilitation of PKA signaling in the amygdala produces general-
ized fear responding during memory formation (Shaban et al.
2006; Ghosh and Chattarji 2015). The amygdala receives informa-
tion from the MgN and ACx during auditory fear conditioning
which may contribute to the formation of cue specific amygdala
cells during auditory memory formation. Inhibition of MgN pro-
tein synthesis prior to differential fear conditioning using a 0.5
mA footshock reduces the amount of time spent freezing to the
CS+ in comparison to vehicle infused groups, suggesting that pro-
tein synthesis-dependent plasticity is critical for the formation of a
relatively precise fear memory. These findings are consistent with
previous work showing that inhibition of MgN protein synthesis
or blocking phosphorylation of ERK/MAPK during auditory fear
conditioning results in lower fear to an auditory cue the following
day in comparison to control groups (Apergis-Schoute et al. 2005;
Parsons et al. 2006a).Whilewe, and others, found that plasticity in
the MgN prior to auditory conditioning disrupts auditory fear
memory formation, others have shown that increasingCREB activ-
ity in the MgN prior to fear conditioning can result in generalized
fear to multiple tones, suggesting that the current state of MgN
plasticity during training may be critical (Han et al. 2008).
MgN-dependent plasticity may play a role in the increased re-
sponding to safety signals after training with increased shock.

To elevate CS− responding we increased the shock intensity
paired with the CS+ during a second training session. We found
that protein synthesis in the MgN is necessary during the second
training session for the change in fear responding to the CS−mea-
sured in a separate test session without shock. While we also saw
increases in fear responding to the CS+ with elevated shock inten-
sity at a recent time point, we would like to highlight that the larg-
est change in responding at both recent and remote time points
was to the CS−. Human work has shown that impaired safety
learning or fear inhibition is a good index of fear generalization
in PTSD patients (Jovanovic and Ressler 2010; Jovanovic et al.
2010, 2012). Therefore, thismodelmayprovide a useful tool for de-
scribing the molecular mechanisms underlying changes in fear to
safety cues. Previous rodent work also shows behavioral variability
in the degree of discrimination, which may involve equivalent
CS+/CS− fear or elevated fear to safe or neutral cues that may still
be lower than the paired cue or context (Gafford et al. 2013; Xu
and Südhof 2013; Cullen et al. 2015; Ghosh and Chattarji 2015;
Sanford et al. 2017; Vanvossen et al. 2017). While our results are
consistent with behavioral models of generalization, nonassocia-
tive factors (e.g., sensitization; Groves and Thompson 1970) could

be contributing to elevated fear between test days. We are not able
to control for all possible alternative interpretations with our cur-
rent design. However, our baseline fear prior to discrete cue presen-
tation between test days is relatively low, suggesting that fear is
limited to discrete cues and not expressed to the shifted context
or all nonassociated cues. The baseline levels of fear in combina-
tion with previous literature supporting our approach argue that
we are measuring generalization of associative responses.

Previous work has shown that changes in the neural circuitry
supporting a fear memory may change over time (Frankland et al.
2004;Maviel et al. 2004; Do-Monte et al. 2015). To test the stability
of the circuitry necessary for changes from low to high generaliza-
tion, we separated the first test and the second training session by
12 d. At extended time points, we found that protein synthesis-
dependent plasticity in theMgN remains a critical factor for the in-
creased fear to the CS−, suggesting a stable role for the MgN in
shifts from low to high fear generalization. Our results are consis-
tent with previous work showing overexpression of CREB in the
MgN results in generalized fear to auditory cues following condi-
tioning (Han et al. 2008) and that MgN plasticity is necessary for
the induction of amygdala LTP, highlighting the importance of
MgN plasticity for processes occurring within the amygdala
(Apergis-Schoute et al. 2005). Therefore, it is likely that inhibition
of MgN protein synthesis is disrupting plasticity necessary for the
formation of both low and high generalized memories in the
amygdala.

Next, we determined how MgN protein synthesis affects
amygdala plasticity as a result of the second training session. We
specifically focused on AMPA receptors in the amygdala because
they are postsynaptic to thalamic terminals and are altered in ex-
pression at synapses following fear conditioning, providing poten-
tial end point to detect the effects of MgN activity on memory
formation (Farb and LeDoux 1997; Yeh et al. 2006; Radley et al.
2007). After the second training session, we found increased
GluR1 and SHANK protein in synaptic fractions. Interestingly,
PKA activity drives GluR1 containing subunits into the synapse
(Banke et al. 2000; Zheng and Keifer 2009) and facilitation of
PKA activity in the amygdala is sufficient to drive generalization
of fear, supporting a link between GluR1 and the formation of a
generalized fear memory (Ghosh and Chattarji 2015). Attenuating
generalization with MgN protein synthesis inhibition reduced
GluR1 and SHANK levels to baseline. Previous work has shown
that auditory cortex inactivation prior to a similar training session
using an elevated shock intensity was not able to prevent the in-
crease in CS− freezing, suggesting that MgN but not auditory cor-
tex activity is critical for the shift in CS− responding as a result of
elevated shock intensity (Ghosh and Chattarji 2015). It is impor-
tant to note that the auditory stimuli used during training were
simple pure tones andmaynot have evoked sufficient auditory cor-
tex activity necessary to identify a role during auditory fear
generalization.

We were also interested in the number of synaptic connec-
tions changing as a factor of retraining. Levels of PSD95 and synap-
tophysin may reflect synapse stability and functionality, which
change in response to learning and memory updating (Ehrlich
et al. 2007; Elkobi et al. 2008; Fitzgerald et al. 2015; Guan et al.
2009). Interestingly, there were no changes in PSD95 or synapto-
physin following increased training suggesting there were changes
in the stability of existing synaptic connections. Based on this, the
second training session that resulted in elevated CS− freezing was
likely supported by changes in expression of AMPA receptors at
synaptic connections modified after the initial discrimination
training session. The second training session may have modified
the original fear memory throughmemory updating mechanisms.
While our results are consistent with a role for the MgN in transi-
tions from low to high states of fear generalization, the MgN may
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have a larger role in modification of amygdala-dependent fear
memories that is not limited to fear generalization. Our results
show that the increases in fear to safety cues as a result of the addi-
tional training session may be due to the increases in amygdala
GluR1 and SHANK synaptic expression.

Conclusion

We provide data showing MgN protein synthesis-dependent
plasticity that contributes to auditory fear discrimination and
modulates amygdala encoding of fear memories during changes
from low to high fear generalization. Specifically, MgN protein
synthesis-dependent plasticity during learning is critical for chang-
es in fear expression from low-to-high generalization, and prevents
changes in amygdala synaptic expression of AMPA receptors and
synapse stability without requiring new synaptic connections.
These results provide a mechanism of presynaptic plasticity that
may be contributing to elevated amygdala excitability underlying
generalization of fear.

Materials and Methods

Subjects
Subjects were male Long Evans rats from Envigo (n = 90; Madison,
WI) weighing ∼350 g at the time of arrival. Rats were individually
housed with free access to water and rat chow. The animal colony
was maintained at a 14:10-h light–dark cycle with all experiments
occurring under the light portion of the cycle. All experiments
were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee.

Surgery
Immediately before surgery, rats were anesthetizedwith 4% isoflur-
ane and oxygen, and after induction, isoflurane levels were main-
tained at 2%–2.5% throughout the surgery. Animals were
implanted with bilateral cannulae targeting the MgN (−5.3 mm
posterior, ±2.8 mm lateral, −5.6 mm ventral) relative to bregma
(Paxinos andWatson 2007). Each cannula was secured to the skull
with a screw and surrounded by acrylic cement. An obturator was
screwed into the guide cannula to prevent occlusion. Rats were giv-
en a minimum of 7 d after surgery to recover before behavioral
training and testing.

Apparatus
Auditory fear conditioning was conducted in a set of four Plexiglas
and stainless steel chambers within sound-attenuating boxes
(Context A). The floor included 18 stainless steel bars connected
to a shock generator (Coulbourn Instruments). Each chamber
had a speaker to allow delivery of pure tones, overhead illumina-
tion with a 7.5 W bulb, and ventilation fans to provide a constant
background noise (55 dB). The chambers were cleaned with 5%
ammonium hydroxide solution between sets of rats. A set of simi-
lar chambers designated Context B served as a shifted context for
auditory CS testing. Context B had several distinct features includ-
ing textured Plexiglas flooring, infrared illumination, and 5% ace-
tic acid cleaning solution.

Drug preparation and infusion
Animals were adapted to transport handling procedures for 3 d be-
fore conditioning, which included a gentle restraint during the
sound of the infusion pump. Drugs were prepared on the day of in-
fusion. Thirty minutes before conditioning, rats received bilateral
microinjections of anisomycin (125 µg/µL, Tocris), or vehicle
(ACSF) at a rate of 0.5 µL/min and at a volume of 0.5 µL/hemi-
sphere based on the effectiveness in prior studies (Parsons et al.
2006a; Kwapis et al. 2011). Anisomycin was dissolved in HCl and

diluted with artificial CSF. Drugs were infused through 33-ga
injection cannulae extending 0.5–0.7 mm beyond the guide can-
nulae. Injectors remained in place for 90 sec following infusion
to ensure drug diffusion. Rats were returned to their home cages af-
ter injections.

Behavioral procedures
Rats were placed in Context A for differential fear conditioning.
During the first training session, rats received 10 counterbalanced
CS+ and CS− presentations. CS+ cues were always paired with a
shock (1 sec, 0.5 mA), and CS− cues were never paired with shock.
The average intertrial interval between each tone presentation was
70 sec. Tone duration was 10 sec with a frequency of either 1 kHz
(65 dB) or 7 kHz (55 dB) and frequencies were counterbalanced be-
tween groups. During the second training session, rats received the
identical training procedure at an elevated shock intensity (1 sec,
1.0 mA). Groups that received two training sessions were infused
with vehicle prior to the first training session, then animals were
divided into groups based on level of discrimination on day 2 be-
fore receiving anisomycin or vehicle infusions prior to the second
training session.

Auditory CS testing took place in Context B 24 h after condi-
tioning. Rats received five discrete tone presentations of the CS−
then five of the CS+ (30 sec; 60 sec ITI) following a 60 sec stimulus
free period. Freezing was defined as the cessation of all movement
excluding respiration and was automatically scored in real-time
with FreezeScan 1.0 detection software (Clever Sys, Inc.) calibrated
to a trained human observer.

Synaptosomal membrane preparation
Animals were deeply anesthetized with isoflurane 30 or 90min fol-
lowing training. Brains were immediately removed, flash frozen
with dry ice, and stored at −80°C until dissected. Crude synapto-
somal fractions were obtained as previously described (Jarome
et al. 2011). Amygdalae were dissected out and homogenized in
TEVP buffer with 320 mM sucrose and were then centrifuged at
1000g for 10 min. The supernatant was removed and centrifuged
at 10,000g for 10 min, and the remaining pellet was denatured in
lysis buffer (all in 100mLDDH2O; 0.605 g Tris–HCl, 0.25 g sodium
deoxycholate, 0.876 g NaCl, 1 µg/mL PMSF, 1 µg/mL leupeptin, 1
µg/mL aprotinin, 10 mL 10% SDS). Protein levels were measured
with a protein assay kit (Bio-Rad Laboratories).

Western blot method
Groups were trained as described above and sacrificed at 30- or
90-min post-conditioning. Following synaptosomal preparation,
protein levels were normalized and loaded onto an SDS/PAGE gel
and then to a membrane using a transfer apparatus (Bio-Rad).
Membranes were incubated in blocking buffer for 1 h before being
incubated in GluR1 (Cell Signaling, 1:1000), GluR2 (Santa Cruz,
1:500), SHANK (StressMarq, 1:1000), PSD95 (1:1000, Santa Cruz),
synaptophysin (1:1000, Santa Cruz), or actin (Cell Signaling,
1:1000) primary solutions overnight at 4°C. Membranes were
then incubated in the appropriate secondary antibody for 1 h
and prepped in a chemiluminescence solution for 3 min. Images
were captured and densitometry performed using NIH Genesys.

Statistical analyses
All statistical analyses and graphing were conducted in Prism 7
software (Graphpad) software. Western blot samples normalized
to actin levels are expressed as a percentage of control groups
that did not receive a second training session. Behavioral and
Western blot statistical outliers were defined as being two standard
deviations above or below group mean and were excluded from
all subsequent analyses. The data presented in this paper excludes
one outlier from Figure 1 in the vehicle condition, one anisomycin
and one vehicle group outlier for recent and remote time points
in Figure 2, and a 90-min and no reactivation outlier in the
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vehicle condition in Figure 3. The data are presented as group
averages with standard error of the mean (SEM). CS change scores
were calculated by averaging ratios of CS+ and CS− presentations
on the test day 1 and test day 2 for each animal tomeasure individ-
ual differences in freezing between test days. SEM is presented as
the standard deviation of all ratios and divided by the number of
subjects in each group. Western blot samples were analyzed using
a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) and behavior groups
were analyzed using a two-way repeated-measures ANOVA. Fisher
least significant difference (LSD) post hoc tests were used when
appropriate.
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